Dressing Drum

Shallow sterilizer have seamless (deep drawn) construction made of medical grade stainless steel, guaranteed to give thorough sterilization.

Applications:

Dressing drum that is widely used in hospitals, clinics, nursing home, medical consultants, pharmaceuticals & medical industries as surgical equipment.

Salient Features:

Our dressing drums are known to be flawless in concept, design & finish and standard in configuration, design and are well known for their long operational life and ability to perform smoothly with multiple features such as high tensile strength, resistance to wear and tear, corrosion and heat with minimum accumulation of dust. Shallow Sterilizers are seamless as such are highly dependable & are guaranteed for thorough sterilization. These dressing drums are provided with perforation device & locking device for easy handling.

Dimensions:

Size specifications are: **27 X 22 cm**